The Village Hall Forecourt Project
The Village Hall Trust Committee is pleased to announce the completion of this
project.
Before:

After:

Why we did it
1. Safety:

We needed to ensure the forecourt was safe for pedestrians. Previously, a
passing vehicle could have injured a pedestrian exiting from the hall.
Solution: Bollards to prevent vehicles driving on the forecourt. And a dropped
curb entrance to the south (farm buildings side) car park so vehicles can park
there directly from the road.
2. Flood Protection:
Previously, in heavy rain, water used to flood into the lobby and loos.
Solution: By carefully angling the inclines of the new forecourt, rainwater is now
directed into a land drain through the permeable pavers. A linear surface drain
between the land drain and the lobby can deal with any excess.
3. Disabled Parking
Previously, there was no acceptable way of ensuring the safety and convenience
of disabled users of the hall.
Solution: We have provided a paved setting down area for disabled users next to
the bollards in the north car park. A disabled user can set down there and
transfer into the hall either through the pedestrianised forecourt (preferably) or
along the paved path to the kitchen entrance.
4. Road Safety:
Previously, vehicles could park on the road pavement in front of the hall. This
reduced the view of oncoming traffic for drivers of vehicles exiting from the
north car park; and would also now as we have a new exit direct from the south
car park. To some extent, parking on the pavement could reduce the width of the
road for two vehicles passing from opposite directions.
Solution: We had bollards erected on the pavement.
Consultation
As with any project that will change the appearance of a site or building, the
forecourt project went through the usual planning permission in November
2016 - PK16/6159/F – and was approved by SGC. All local stakeholders were
informed. We were pleased to receive the support of our parish council. There
were no objections.
Why does it appear to be so expensive?
It certainly was not as simple or as cheap as laying 60 square feet of paving on a
domestic drive for the following reasons:
1. We had to hire an architect, a surveyor, a tree specialist, a company approved
of by SGC to lay the dropped curb, as well as the contractor.
2. The forecourt has several inclines that had to be considered in the
construction to ensure rainwater flowed where we wanted it.
3. SGC insisted we had to look after the tree at the entrance to the south car park.
This meant we had to have an arboriculturalist to supervise the contractors and
we had to pay for extra measures to ensure the tree’s roots weren’t
compromised.
4. The paving had to be able take unspecified loads in case we needed to bring
heavy plant into the car parks for future projects. Thus we used more expensive
highways-duty block paving.
5. We had to install better and more expensive drainage to ensure the hall lobby
was weather proof.
6. The bollards were an extra to a typical bill for a paving contract.

7. The contractors and others spent about 50 days on this project owing to its
complexity, whereas in a typical paving job for a drive of this size might take
about a week.
Why didn’t we “finish the job”?
We could have resurfaced both car parks at the same time, but at early stage in
the planning, we realised it would be too expensive even with support from our
generous donors, so we decided to delay the second part.
Had we decided to go ahead, we would have had to restart the planning and
contracting process which we had started several years ago and risk a
substantial funding shortfall.
At any rate we would have had to delay the forecourt project. As we had
identified risks to the public, our insurers might not support us if a claim for
injury were made and if we had not done anything to rectify the risks.
In both scenarios, individual trustees would have to pay the contract excess or
the compensation out of their own savings.
The future
The contractors are aware of minor defects which they will correct in a month or
so when the paving has settled.
We hope to improve the surface of both car parks when funds allow.
The VHT hopes residents and hirers will now benefit from what we think is a
significant upgrade to this valuable village amenity.

